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Dreams have an intelligence and reason for their own, allowing your soul to reveal itself. Michael
Lennox as he explores the basics of interpretation and demonstrates how to integrate the
delicate messages that arise while you rest. The insights related to the precise symbols in this
extensive guide will be the keys to imagination, growth, and understanding. Join Dr. By listening
to the wisdom of your dreams, you can raise the satisfaction and achievement you have in your
waking existence, make positive adjustments for a better future, and discover a profound link
with your Higher Personal. Llewellyn's Total Dictionary of Dreams presents a lot more than
1,000 cross-referenced dream symbols and their universal meanings to work with you in
analyzing your unconscious mind.
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Great buy!! Wow this reserve is amazing.! Excellent Guide Super comprehensive and
insightful.That is a great book to leave at your bed side or coffee table. This would make a
fantastic gift for anyone. nice book, not very detailed This book includes a lot of meanings of
symbols in dreams but I feel that the majority of these meanings certainly are a bit vague or
repetitive.! The descriptions are quite basic but help give some insight into whatever you may be
dreaming about. Great read! Great book! A must for desire interpreters! The second book is a
good follow up! An absolute must have for all! Five Stars Excellent read and resource; Essential
for all! There are 100s of more symbols with the meanings of why they might be showing up in
your dreams for you to interpret. That is a dream interpreter's dream book (pun intended)! It isn't
pocket sized which means this is not the type you can toss in your purse. Dr. Lennox knows his
archetypes and the language of the unconscious. I maintain it on my bedside therefore i can
look up the things that arise in my dreams before they fade. :) I wouldn't contact this a complete
dictionary, there are . There exists a fair amount that's very surface;. And how can be this a
comprehensive dictionary when theres like one to three webpages per letter in the alphabet?
Don't waste your money Honestly i feel like for someone who's supposed to be highly educated
in neuro-scientific dreams, the meanings are not well put together. I wouldn't contact this a
complete dictionary, there are several common dreams that are not profiled in this reserve, but
also for the most component it really is well done. I find it is seldom useful, and utilize it much
less than I anticipated.. I expected more depth. Like there's better fantasy dictionaries out there
this one happens to be a waste of $$$$ Not the very best out there Although no publication can
cover everything, I was surprised at what I couldn't find in this reserve. Most of us have strange
dreams occasionally and always question what they mean. Still an excellent, simple reference
book Needs more pictures Good Five Stars Good book and fast service. I have the first book that
has helped me process and personalize messages from my dreams. I give this book five
superstars out of FIVE! Informative Gift for a pal to use to investigate her dreams. The
definitions are lengthy and give thorough explanation (not just one liners as ive observed in
other books).!! Such an interesting book! Great read! I really like that it comes from an
established source (Actual PhD) and probably the most respected pagan publishers out
presently there. Five Stars not very good hard to understand Four Stars good reference book
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